Read Mozart by Dover Publications with a free trial. Read unlimited* books and audiobooks on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android. In his own words (as compiled by Friedrich Kerst and translated into English by Henry Edward Krehbiel), Mozart communicates his optimisms and anticipations, his recurrent hopes for a post with a fixed income and suitable prestige; his frequent discouragements when these hopes went unfulfilled and pecuniary difficulties ensued; his unhappiness at Salzburg and his maltreatment at the hands of Archbishop Hieronymus; and the circumstances of his love affair with Aloysia Weber and his subsequent marriage to her sister, Constanze. Has such a man and artist—one who was completely resolved in his works [Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart] Compiled by Friedrich Kerst / ed. Henry Krehbiel. Book. Mozart on opera, musicians, life, love, religion, etc. Revealing self-portrait. 99 pages. Mozart: The Man and the Artist as Revealed in His Own Words. [Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart] Compiled by Friedrich Kerst / ed. Henry Krehbiel Book Item: 06-213161. $9.95. Add to Cart Add to List. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. His name is one of the most recognizable names in history and one of the most enduring of composers. At age 5, this \"wunderkinder\" took to the stage and began his life as a prolific and celebrated creator-genius of such luminous works the world has not known since. This collection of morsels taken from his personal letters is engaging and gives a look into the mind of the boy wonder. Was he mad? Was he miraculous?